AEB products and Java
An installation of Java on the client is no longer required:
⚫

⚫

With the migration of all product interfaces from Webstart to HTML5, Java is no longer required on the
client for the operation and use of AEB Engines, such as Carrier Connect, Export Filing: ATLAS or Trade
Compliance Management. Learn more about this here.
Java is still required for document preparation in ASSIST4. With the August 2019 service pack, AEB will
deliver the free Adopt OpenJDK 11 for this purpose. Consequently, an upgrade from the previously free
Java SE 8 to the now paid Java SE 11 is not necessary.

Java on the server:
On the server, AEB will also switch to Adopt OpenJDK 11 as from the August service pack. Customers with
engines in the AEB data center will be using Adopt OpenJDK 11 as from Monday, August 26, 2019.
Customers with engines in their own data centers, such as Compliance Engine, Export Engine, Export Filing:
ATLAS must install the kernel update file together with the August service pack.
The kernel update for Origin & Preferences will be made available with version 3.0 probably as of the October
service pack.
With this, they will switch to the free Adopt OpenJDK 11. Learn more about the kernel update.

Find out more about Adopt OpenJDK:
https://adoptopenjdk.net/?variant=openjdk11&jvmVariant=hotspot

Other:
For other technical components, the following applies: unless otherwise communicated by AEB, the free Java
SE version 8, such as the Connectivity Service, remains part of the technical solution.
AEB’s Plug-ins for SAP® do not use Java within the SAP® system. However, the Java update and the related
kernel update may be relevant for components running outside the SAP® system, such as the ASM
(Application Service Manager) which is responsible for communication.
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